Abstract. We present an approach for computing dense scene flow from two large displacement RGB-D images. When dealing with large displacements the crucial step is to estimate the overall motion correctly. While state-of-the-art approaches focus on RGB information to establish guiding correspondences, we explore the power of depth edges. To achieve this, we present a new graph matching technique that brings sparse depth edges into correspondence. An additional contribution is the formulation of a continuous-label energy which is used to densify the sparse graph matching output. We present results on challenging Kinect images, for which we outperform state-of-the-art techniques.
Introduction
In this work, we tackle a fundamental problem in computer vision -that is to estimate a dense correspondence field between a pair of images. While for some scenarios, e.g., small motion in a highly textured scene, this task is considered to be solved, there are still a number of outstanding challenges in the general case. The particular challenge we are addressing in this work is when the scene and/or the camera are subject to large movements. This occurs frequently when objects move at high speed or humans perform articulated actions, such as gesturing, walking or doing sport. Also, large displacements occur in time lapse photography, e.g., when a camera surveils a building site or observes the growth of a plant. Another scenario is when intermediate frames in a video sequence have to be deleted and the task is to find a smooth transition between the remaining frames. Unfortunately, large displacements violate the assumptions of most stateof-the-art scene flow estimation techniques, i.e. variational approaches [14, 17] . They achieve very high accuracy when the overall motion is small. However, for large displacements the main problem is to estimate the general motion of all objects correctly. The task of this work is to show how this general motion can be recovered reliably. We here ask the specific question of computing dense 6D scene flow between a pair of RGB-D images with independently moving and deforming objects. This means that for each pixel we aim at recovering the 3D translation and 3D rotation, that matches a pixel (and its local neighborhood) to the corresponding point in the other image. To compute dense flow for large displacements, many works have proposed to first find some sparse matches between the two frames and then, subsequently, utilize this information to estimate a dense flow field, e.g. [6, 15, 29] . Distinctive points can be matched using, e.g., SURF [3] or SIFT [19] . However, this assumes that the scene contains sufficiently textured surfaces and non-repetitive patterns. While man-made environments often violate those assumptions, they are highly suitable for using active depth cameras, e.g., active stereo or time-of-flight sensors [11] . These devices provide depth maps even for untextured surfaces. In our two stage scene flow approach, instead of using sparse texture matches only, we utilize depth edges extracted from the RGB-D images that describe object boundaries well. However, in the presence of large motion, they are actually not trivially described and matched. While exact edge description suffers from occlusion and distortion effects, more robust edge descriptors often lead to ambiguous matches. To disambiguate edge matches with robust descriptors, we use a structured matching approach in the form of graph matching that profits from non-local information to assign edge matches. The structure-preserving properties of an underlying loopy graph allows the strong and unique matches to guide the weak and ambiguous ones. While building the structure graph for a moving camera in a static scene is a relatively straight forward task, in this work we show how the depth information can be used to construct 3D graphs that respect independently moving objects in addition to camera motion. In the second stage, we show how dense scene flow can be obtained from graph matching by extending the recent SphereFlow method of Hornacek et al. [15] . For this we propose a new energy function that incorporates a left-right consistency check as well as standard smoothness and data terms. The energy is optimized with alpha expansion, and we demonstrate an improvement in performance with respect to SphereFlow. To summarize, the main contributions are -A state-of-the-art method for large displacement scene flow from RGB-D image pairs. -A new graph matching technique that exploits depth information.
-A new continuous-label energy for scene flow that jointly models a left-right consistency check, as well as spatial smoothness and local appearance.
Related Work
Since the introduction of scene flow by Vedula et al. [26] numerous approaches to scene flow estimation have been proposed. Many of them use multi-view video frames as input and employ the input images to compute depth structure and 3D motion, e.g. [16, 21, 28] . However, with recent depth cameras, RGB-D images have become readily available. Variational approaches to scene flow estimation from RGB-D images, e.g. [14, 17] , combine pixel-wise brightness and gradient constancy with depth velocity constraints, and additional regularization of the 3D motion, to obtain a global solution. Since they rely on iterative linearization or second order approximation, e.g. [9] , variational approaches without appropriate initialization are restricted to small or moderately large motion even when iterative warping and coarse-to-fine schemes are used. In contrast, discrete scene flow approaches demonstrate good performance also for large motion. Hadfield and Bowden [12] estimate scene flow with a particle based formulation, and can deal also with large 3D motion. However, they assume constant velocity in a multi-frame image sequence. Hornacek et al. [15] and Wang et al. [29] use a PatchMatch based algorithm [2] with a local data term to generate 6D motion proposals between two frames. For large displacement motion, these approaches define currently the state-of-the-art. But they still fail in the absence of sufficiently textured surfaces, as we will show. In our approach we extend the model of [15] by a term for the left-right consistency check, which has been done before for, e.g., variational optical flow [1] . The information of landmark matching is currently exploited in a few scene flow approaches. Hornacek et al. [15] use sparse SURF feature matches in addition to random initialization; Quiroga et al. [20] match SURF features on each level of the image pyramid and encourage dense scene flow to behave accordingly. Similar approaches are known from the optical flow literature. For example, Brox and Malik [6] or Weinzaepfel et al. [30] use the strength of feature matches to support large displacement estimation while still using an image pyramid. Leordeanu et al. [18] and Revaud et al. [22] use semi-dense matches to replace the image pyramid. However, single feature matches are often too unreliable to be directly included into dense motion estimation. Sellent et al. [23] use additional images to improve feature matches, while Xu et al. [31] decide on each pyramid level anew, if and what feature matches are utilized. In our approach we use a graph matching strategy to improve the reliability of feature matches. Graph matching has a very wide field of applications in pattern recognition and machine vision, see [8, 10] . It provides non-local information on landmarks by embedding them in a graph structure. In our approach we formulate the graph structure on depth edge features. In contrast to edge or line matching in RGB images [4, 27] we can extract these features robustly. Additionally, we can use the depth channel to build the structure of the graph by avoiding to connect features across depth discontinuities. This is an advantage over, e.g., Zhang et al. [33] which cannot profit from depth information for graph construction.
Method
Our graph matching scene flow approach proceeds in two steps. In the first step, we determine depth edges in the two input RGB-D frames, construct the associated graphs, and then match them. In the second step, we use the sparse motion information obtained from the graph matching to assign dense, smooth and consistent 6D rigid body motion to each observed pixel in both frames.
Graph matching
For Ω, Ω ⊂ R 2 let I : Ω → R 4 , I : Ω → R 4 be two RGB-D images with depth and color channel I d , I c and 3D-to-2D mapping π : R 3 → Ω. We pre-process the In order to compute a description segment we accumulate neighboring edge pixels whose descriptor variance is lower than a threshold σ t and whose count is between r min = 20 and r max = 30 pixels. (b) For graph matching, the description segments centers are connected to form a graph. In particular, each description segment center is connected to its N = 3 nearest neighbors with respect to the geodesic distance of the depth map to avoid connections across large depth changes. (c) Illustration of the geometry term ∆((p, p ), (q, q )) for graph matching, see Eq. (3) and text.
depth channel to fill-in the unknown depths via morphological operations and apply a median filter to suppress noise. We extract edges in the depth map with the Canny edge detector [7] . For each edge pixel we use the orientation of the depth gradient to determine the foreground region around this point. We use the SIFT descriptor with three different sizes (8, 16, 32) [19] on the foreground region to describe the appearance of the edge point. As edges might change length and appearance between frames we do not use this pixel-wise description directly, but instead group edge pixels with similar appearance into description segments, see derivation in Fig. 1(a) . Each description segment is represented by its center point which is the median of all its points, its normalized depth gradient vector and the mean of all its pixels' descriptors.
Based on these description segments we construct the graph structure. Let R and R be the set of all descriptor segments centers in image I and I respectively. For each element in R we create graph edges to its N = 3 nearest description segments, considering the geodesic distance of the depth map, see Fig. 1(b) . Using the geodesic distance for graph edge construction we ensure that segments are not connected over depth discontinuities, which often coincide with object boundaries, hence motion boundaries. The set of all graph edges between description segments centers are represented by the graph edge sets E, E . This gives the two graphs G = (R, E) and G = (R , E ) defined on image I and I respectively. We denote by A ⊆ R × R the set of all potential assignments between the two sets of description segment centers. A matching configuration between the two graphs is represented by the binary vector x ∈ {0, 1} |A| where for each a = (p, p ) ∈ A the entry x a = 1 means that p matches p . Thereby each matching configuration must satisfy a uniqueness constraint where each description segment has at most one match. Our matching objective function is
The energy consists of three terms, each weighted individually (here we use λ app = 300, λ geom = 0.1, λ occ = 50). The appearance term E app is a unary term that measures similarity in appearance of matched descriptor segments. We use the Euclidean distance between the concatenated SIFT feature vectors and set
where desc(p) is the average descriptor of the description segment of center p.
The geometry term E geom is a pairwise term that defines the relationship between pairs of neighboring assignments, see Fig. 1(c) . The tuples a = (p, p ) and b = (q, q ) are in a neighbor set N when either the edge − → pq ∈ E or −→ p q ∈ E exist. Let T p,p be the 2D translation and rotation that maps − →
p are the normalized depth gradient vectors at p, p respectively. A geometry preserving matching should then map neighboring description segments to description segments that satisfy a similar transformation, i.e. ∆((p, p ), (q, q )) = ||T p,p (q)−q || 2 +||T p,p (v q )−v q || 2 should be small. Thus our geometry term
penalizes differences in length between the vectors − → pq and −→ p q and inconsistency in their rotations. Meanwhile, arbitrary consistent rotations are allowed. Note that in [25] the pairwise term penalizes all rotations regardless of their consistency with neighbors, which had in our experiments a negative effect. The occlusion term E occ penalizes unmatched description segments by adding a negative value to the energy for each active assignment. In contrast to [25] , which uses a constant value, we utilize a variable value that models the confidence of occlusion at an image location. Thereby a strong decrease in depth at an image location
is an indicator of occlusion with a closer object. Using the weights
normalized over the full image to the range [0, 1], we set
In general, finding the global minimum of the energy function Eq. (1) is an NPhard problem. However, the Dual Decomposition Graph Matching developed by Torresani et al. [25] finds a good approximative solution that is in practice often close to the global optimum, see Sec. 4.
Scene Flow
The result of the graph matching step is a set of sparse matches of descriptor segments. We use this result to get a dense 6D flow field by optimizing a discretedomain energy. Extending the work from [15] , we want the 6D scene flow g : R 3 → R 3 from I to I and g from I to I to minimize the energy
where g * p ∈ {g p , g p }. The data term is from [15] :
which measures RGB gradient constancy and geometric consistency of the scene flow g, for all 3D points H in a sphere S p around the 3D back-projection of pixel p. Here ∇I c is the image gradient, π(H) is the projection of H onto image plane I, N N I (H) is the nearest neighbor of H in 3D back-projection of I, α > 0 is a weighting constant and w(p, p ) = exp(−||I(p) − I(p )|| 2 /γ) is an adaptive support weighting [32] . The pairwise smoothness term
is also similar to to [15] . Weighted with β > 0, it enforces smoothness by applying the motion of pixels p and q in the 4-connected neighborhood N 4 to the middle pointP = 1 2 (P +Q) of their 3D back-projections P , Q. Additionally, we introduce the term C(g p , g p ) which enforces consistency between forward and backward scene flow by penalizing the deviation from the "starting point"
We minimize this energy in three phases. In the first phase, we obtain 6D rigid body motions for all sparse matches by mapping the corresponding 3D points and their surface normals into one-another such that the rotation is minimal [15] . Afterwards, pixels without an associated sparse match are assigned the 6D motion of their geodesically closest matched point with respect to the depth map. In the second phase, we use the PatchMatch variant of Hornacek et al. [15] to minimize the data term D only. The smoothness term V and consistency term C are in this phase only optimized implicitly by considering proposals from spatial neighbors and potential matches of the forward/backward scene flow, respectively. For the third phase, we cluster the 6D motions of the second phase that satisfy C(g p , g p ) < τ with τ = 1 into K = 50 clusters using the Kmeans clustering of the corresponding Rodriguez representations. The clustered 6D motions from this step serve as scene flow proposals for a global minimization of the energy in Eq. (5) via alpha expansion [5] . Here each expansion move runs QPBO [13] , since the move-energy can be non-submodular. The alpha expansion is initialized with the motions from the second phase. Note, in contrast to [15] we optimize one global energy which includes consistency, smoothness, and appearance. This leads to considerably improved results, see Sect. 4. to each description segment matched by the graph matching algorithm: a) correct match; b) almost correct match and c) wrong match. Exemplary results are shown in Fig. 2 . A full quantitative evaluation is given in Table 1 . The percentages of correct matches are shown first, whereas the almost correct matches are denoted in brackets. We compare our graph matching with conventional nearest neighbor (SIFT) matching and Hungarian matching of the description segments that admits at most one-to-one matching [24] . Both methods do not exploit any graph structure and have a considerably lower performance. We also compare ours to the graph matching approach of Torresani et al. [25] . Both approaches use the same appearance term and optimization method, but different geometry and occlusion terms. In all but two cases our method outperforms the results of Torresani et al. [25] and a gain of up to 24.4% can be observed in the Tea scene. Finally, we evaluated the impact of our weighted occlusion term by fixing it to a constant value, denoted by "Const. Occ.". For nearly all scenes variable occlusion weights result in better performance. As our final aim is the computation of scene flow, we are not only interested whether matches are correct or wrong, but also in the Euclidean distance between wrong matches and correct ones. These distances are shown in Table 2 . Our approach has the smallest average error distance of all methods.
To better understand the optimization process, we finally analyze the energy of the dual decomposition framework with respect to the computed lower bounds for each scene, see Table 2 right. In four cases we reach global optimality while in the other three cases the lower bound is relatively tight. Given those results on our dataset, we conclude that our model seems to be a close approximation to an optimal energy formulation. Dense 6D Scene Flow. We evaluate our method for obtaining dense scene flow, from the graph matches, on the same RGB-D scenes as they contain large displacements and untextured regions. Datasets with similar challenging data and ground truth scene flow are not available. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to qualitative evaluation. Our dataset is publicly available for future comparisons. We compare to SphereFlow [15] , which is the state-of-the-art for large displacement scene flow estimation, as shown in their work. While for our scenes the result of SphereFlow is often decent, we observed that it sometimes returns a degenerate result where all motions are close to zero 2 -see examples in Fig. 3 . The reason for such degenerate results is two-fold: First, SphereFlow [15] relies on SURF matches that are only available in textured areas. While our graph Note that white pixels are due to missing depth measurements. We refer to our web page for a video.
matching provides good matches even in the absence of texture. Second, [15] does not optimize one energy but rather does a sequence of consistency checks before optimizing an energy with a smoothness term and a simplified data term. In contrast, we optimize an energy that includes a consistency term, which results in better and more stable solutions, see Fig. 3 (d) . Additional results can be found on our web page. To further evaluate the accuracy of our method, we interpolate between the image pairs using the estimated scene flow and render intermediate frames from a slightly different viewpoint, see Fig. 4 . The resulting interpolated videos are realistic and show smooth transition.
Conclusion and Future Work
We propose to use graph matching of depth edges to estimate sparse, large displacement motions between two RGB-D images. Combining this with a new continuous-label energy for dense 6D scene flow, we are able to achieve state-ofthe-art results. In a next step we will add additional fine-tuning, e.g. gradient descent, on top of the discrete optimization. In a broader context, this work may inspire new directions for optical flow estimation from RGB images, since depth edges are the locations in the image which are most challenging for correspondence search, and at the same time often the most important locations when creating new visual effects.
